
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
EDUCATION FOR THE PLANET

30-Double-Days, an initiative of like-minded companies and organizations, starts a competition as a support 
to our live show series in the area „Schools & Universities“. With our project we want to support the 
international students and involve students more intensively on the topics of environmental and climate 
protection. Here the contest participants are asked to support our project „30-Double-Days“ by to actively 
support promotional activities. Every school or university that would like to participate in our competition, 
will receive an affiliate link to a separate landing page (subdomain) for schools and universities, which they 
use as a promotion- tool can use.

The task of the school/university is to inform people about to inform our live show series (over 30 days) and 
to make them available for the live show-series as a viewer.

The community action is supported by the Citizen Circle - Safe Earth® and its partners and is only valid in 
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.

No. 01 Winnings/Prices
The profits are divided into the following categories:

 National competition „Germany“ for schools and universities 
 International competition „Germany, Austria and Switzerland“ for schools and Universities

National Competition:
Gold Cup „Commitment to environmental and climate protection“ and EUR 25.000, -- as Prize money.
The winner will be announced publicly (local school/university) with a seal honoured. The school/
university receives the National Seal of Approval (Dimensions: 50X50cm) in bronze and may use the 
seal from now on. If the same school/ University in the following year and repeatedly be among the 
winners, the school/university receives the National Year Seal (dimensions: 50x50cm) in Silver. This 
is repeated in gold in the 3rd year following.

A proof and verification of commitment to environmental and climate protection. Attention: The prize money 
is relevant and cannot be paid by the school/university can be used freely. The prize money is intended for the 
purchase of environmentally friendly goods and further education (textbooks/books/videos on environmental 
and climate protection, own environmental protection projects, own vegetable garden, excursions etc).

The prize money is administered by the scientific advisory board of the Requirement released.
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1st

E-Mail:
Web:
Web:

mail@30-DD.com
www.30-DD.com
www.green-4-free.com

Citizen Circle - Safe Earth Ltd. 
483 Green Lanes
London N13 4BS/United Kingdom

Office Germany
Friedrichstraße 132
D-10117 Berlin
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Silver Cup „Commitment to environmental and climate protection“ and EUR 10.000,-- as prize 
money.
Attention: The prize money is relevant and can be paid by the school/ University cannot be used 
freely. The prize money should be used for the acquisition of environmentally friendly material 
goods and further education (Textbooks/books/videos on environmental and climate protection, 
own environmental protection projects, own vegetable garden, excursions etc).
The prize money is administered by the scientific advisory board of the Citizen Circle - Safe Earth® 
LTD. and released on demand.

Bronze cup „Commitment to environmental and climate protection“ and EUR 5.000,-- as prize 
money.
Attention: The prize money is relevant and can be paid by the school/University cannot be used 
freely. The prize money should be used for the acquisition of environmentally friendly material 
goods and further education (Textbooks/books/videos on environmental and climate protection, 
own environmental protection projects, own vegetable garden, excursions etc).
The prize money is administered by the scientific advisory board of the Citizen Circle - Safe Earth® 
LTD. and released on demand.

Honorary cup „Commitment to environmental and climate protection“ and merchandising (T-shirts 
etc.)

International Competition:

Gold Cup „Commitment to environmental and climate protection“ and EUR 50.000,-- as Prize money.
The winner will be announced publicly (local school/university) with a seal honoured. The school/
university receives the National Seal of Approval (Dimensions: 50X50cm) in bronze and may use 
the seal from now on. If the same school/University in the following year and repeatedly become 
a winner, the school/university is awarded the National Seal of Approval (Dimensions: 50x50cm) in 
silver. This is repeated in gold in the 3rd following year.

A proof and verification of commitment in environmental and social issues climate protection.
Attention: The prize money is relevant and can be paid by the school/institution. University cannot be used 
freely. The prize money should be used for the of environmentally friendly material goods and further 
education (Textbooks/books/videos on environmental and climate protection, own environmental protection 
projects, own vegetable garden, excursions, etc).
The prize money is managed by the scientific advisory board and released on demand.

2nd

3rd

4th to 10th

1st

E-Mail:
Web:
Web:

mail@30-DD.com
www.30-DD.com
www.green-4-free.com

Citizen Circle - Safe Earth Ltd. 
483 Green Lanes
London N13 4BS/United Kingdom

Office Germany
Friedrichstraße 132
D-10117 Berlin
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Silver cup „Commitment to environmental and climate protection“ and EUR 25.000,-- as prize 
money.
Attention: The prize money is relevant and can be paid by the school/University cannot be used 
freely. The prize money should be used for the acquisition of environmentally friendly material 
goods and further education (Textbooks/books/videos on environmental and climate protection, 
own environmental protection projects, own vegetable garden, excursions etc).
The prize money is managed by the scientific advisory board and released on demand.

Bronze cup „Commitment to environmental and climate protection“ and EUR 10.000,-- as prize 
money.
Attention: The prize money is relevant and can be paid by the school/ University cannot be used 
freely. The prize money should be used for the acquisition of of environmentally friendly material 
goods and further education (Textbooks/books/videos on environmental and climate protection, 
own environmental protection projects, own vegetable garden, excursions etc).
The prize money is managed by the scientific advisory board and released on demand.
 
Honorary Cup „Commitment to Environmental and Climate Protection“ and Merchandising (T-shirts 
etc.)

Important: The displayed price levels of places 1-3 are subject to a Basic requirement, so that these cash 
prizes are only effectively spent if the participants/winners can achieve at least five thousand participants 
for the 30-Double-Day Below of this limit, no cash prizes will be awarded (as a substitute, the purchase and 
sale prices will be departure costs plus possible overnight stay will be refunded). The cups (bronze, silver, 
gold) are excluded from this limitation.

The examination and verification of the competition is carried out by the scientific Advisory Board and 
determines the winners (prize winners).

No. 02 Participation:
A school/university takes part in our competition as follows:

Direct registration via our website: https://www.30-dd.com/fortheplanet/#educationfortheplanet
Fill in all data that are required (Attention: mandatory data, otherwise the registration is not possible) 
and send it.
Our scientific advisory board will check the application.
After approval the confirmation of participation will be sent.

The participation phase of the competition extends from 16.04.2021 at 8:00 a.m. until to 16.05.2021 at 08:00 
p.m.. The examination & verification phase takes place from 01.06.2021 at 8.00 a.m. until 31.06.2021 08:00 p.m. 
Afterwards the lock-in will take place of the results until the award ceremony. The scientific advisory board 
designates the 10 best schools/universities „National“ and the 10 best schools/universities „International“, 
so that they are invited to the award ceremony. Eligible to participate are schools (by the principal) and 
universities (by the President) with a residence in Germany, Austria or Switzerland.

2nd

3rd

4th to 10th

E-Mail:
Web:
Web:

mail@30-DD.com
www.30-DD.com
www.green-4-free.com

Citizen Circle - Safe Earth Ltd. 
483 Green Lanes
London N13 4BS/United Kingdom







Office Germany
Friedrichstraße 132
D-10117 Berlin
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No. 03 Announcement of winners and allocation of prizes:
After examination and verification, the Scientific Advisory Board (but not depending on it) in the year 2021 (an 
exact date is possible about the current corona pandemic not possible) the winners will be announced. The 
winners of the competition will be informed promptly via a separate e-mail about the prize and declare their 
confirmation of these terms and conditions of participation agree that their names may be published on the 
websites.

The 10 best of the competition „national“, as well as the 10 best of the competition „international“ are invited 
to a major event (of course, the company the school/university takes part in both competitions and can be 
„national and international“. This applies only to participants from Germany). Each invited school/university 
receives 25 pupils/students’ tickets + 2 teachers Tickets, (incl. rector or president) free of charge.

Furthermore, each school/university is responsible for up to 100 tickets at discounted prices and forward 
them (if necessary, for the parents, etc.). The handing over of the prize to the winner (school/university) will 
be made exclusively on our Presentation of prizes. Transfer, delivery, and cash payment of the prize are not 
possible.

With the use of the profit, the additional costs associated with it, such as travel and accommodation costs, 
will be charged to the winner. The right to win expires in case of non-participation in the award ceremony.

No. 04 Picture and video rights:
The participant confirms that any picture and video rights which are shown at the award ceremony, Award 
ceremony, interview or various other pictures taken at the event are exclusively owned by Citizen Circle - 
Safe Earth® LTD. and the all persons visible on the pictures as well as in the video with a publication of the 
contribution.

No. 05 Privacy Policy:
For the participation in our competition it is necessary to provide data. The participant assures that the 
information provided by him/her is true and correct. are correct. The following data is collected:

 Name of school/university          
 School/University management (selectable default)
 Leading person (in particular first name, surname of the leading person)
 Address (street, no., postal code, state/canton and country)
 Website
 Phone number
 e-mail-address 
 Personal messages are voluntary

E-Mail:
Web:
Web:

mail@30-DD.com
www.30-DD.com
www.green-4-free.com

Citizen Circle - Safe Earth Ltd. 
483 Green Lanes
London N13 4BS/United Kingdom

Office Germany
Friedrichstraße 132
D-10117 Berlin
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The organizer points out that all personal data of the participant to third parties without consent, nor to 
make them available to third use can be left. An exception is the scientific advisory board, which carries 
out the testing and verification and uses the data for must collect, store, and use the data to carry out the 
competition.

In the event of a win, the winning school/university declares itself with the Publication of the name of the 
school/university and the location in the listings published by the organizer agrees to the use of advertising 
media. This includes the announcement the winner on the operator‘s website and its social media platforms 
with one.

The participant can revoke his declared consent at any time. The revocation is in writing to the address given 
in the imprint section of the website: www.30-DD.com contact details of the organizer.

No. 06 Applicable law:
Questions or complaints in connection with the competition must be addressed to the operator. Contact 
information can be found in the imprint area of the Website: www.30-DD.com. The competition of the operator 
is exclusively subject to the law of the Federal Republic of Germany.

No. 07 Severability Clause:
Should any provision of these terms and conditions of participation be or become invalid in whole or in part 
the validity of these conditions of participation in the competition is thereby
Otherwise not affected. Instead of the invalid provision, the statutory provision shall apply, permissible provision, 
which corresponds to the expression in the invalid provision and purpose comes closest to the economic 
sense and purpose. The same applies accordingly if there is a gap in these conditions of participation.

Our team wishes good luck and success

Office Germany
Friedrichstraße 132
D-10117 Berlin
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mail@30-DD.com
www.30-DD.com
www.green-4-free.com

Citizen Circle - Safe Earth Ltd. 
483 Green Lanes
London N13 4BS/United Kingdom


